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The Software Industry…

$600 Billion
Productivity differences between best and 
worst employee: factor 10 – 20
80% of projects: routinely late, over budget
20% of projects on time: “best practice”

Management, not technology, determines 
success

Cusumano (2004)



Brooks’ Law (1975)
Adding manpower to a late software project 
makes it later.

Software development is complex
Additional communication burden quickly dominates 
decrease in individual task time brought about by 
partitioning

# concurrent modules↑, required effort↑, 
productivity↓

Hoedemaker et al. 1999

How do complexity and team size affect 
software productivity?
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Data

Software Technology Transfer Finland
Experience Database
Used for project planning, cost 
estimation, productivity benchmarking
Surveys on 117 projects completed 
between 1996 and 2000 from 26 
companies in Finland



Software Productivity:
Function Points / Man Months

Count: inputs, outputs, inquiries, entities, 
interfaces, and algorithms
Rate functions in each category by difficulty
Calculate total weighted function points using 
counts, difficulty ratings, and empirically 
determined weighting factors

Maxwell & Forselius 2000
Banker et al. 1998, Ethiraj et al. 2005, Kemerer 1993



Maximum Team Size
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Lower bound
The tendency of a project manager to 
compress the project schedule by 
adding more people to the project



Complexity Across Software:
Number of interfaces to other software

1. Less than 2 different interface records 
(message or record type)

2. From 2 to 5 interfaces
3. From 6 to 10 interfaces
4. From 11 to 24 interfaces
5. More than 25 interfaces



Experience of Project Manager:
Experience and commitment of project manager

1. Project manager has no previous experience on 
similar projects.  The other experience is on small 
projects.

2. Project manager has experience on software 
projects, but they have been small.  Basic 
knowledge of project planning, tracking and 
control.

3. Project manager has experience on at least one 
similar project.

4. Project manager is experienced on many similar 
projects, some success also on difficult projects.

5. Project manager is real professional on many kinds 
of software projects.  He has merits on success for 
long time.



Analysis Plan

Multiplicative models
Krishnan et al. 2000

Dummies for
Industry sector
Application type 

OLS
SUR
3SLS

Krishnan et al. 2000



Summary of Results (N=117)
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Discussion: 
Blackburn et al. 1996

Synchronicity – coordination of parallel 
activity: ‘The plane does not fly until all 
the parts are there’

Logical complexity
Complexity across software

Architectural Modularity – concurrency 
across projects: ‘Focus on design reuse’

Complexity across projects



Conclusion
[The] common problem many software companies 
have is how to get relatively large groups of people 
with varying abilities and skills to work together like 
nimble and talented small teams

Cusumano 2004

Complexity↑, Max Team Size↑, Productivity↓
Future research

Decisions to increase team sizes (knowledge, problem 
solving skills, expertise, turnover)



Back-up slides



Robustness Tests

Average Team Size: R2 for Productivity 
Model 53% → 47%
Complexity variables in Productivity 
Model: not significant
Set of dummies for industry sector:

Banking, insurance, government, 
manufacturing, retailing

None of our results change



Logical Complexity:
Computing, I/O needs, algorithmic features and 
user interface requirements

1. Only routines, no need for user interfaces.  Simple 
data management.  Correctness of functionality 
easy to observe.

2. Functionally clear, no algorithmic tasks, database 
management.

3. Functionally typical.  Normal standard database 
management.  No algorithms.

4. Processing more demanding than normal, database 
management demanding, complicated tests 
expected.

5. Functionally and technically difficult solution, user 
interface very demanding, many database 
management systems, many algorithmic functions, 
external tools needed for test verification.



Complexity Across Projects:
Number of organizational and project interfaces

# parallel dependent projects

Number of 
organizational 
units involved

>5 4-5 2-3 1 0

More than 3 5 5 4 3 3
2-3 4 3 3 3 2
Only 1 3 3 2 1 1



Internal Process Stability and 
Process Conformance:
Proxy for conformance quality

1. Volatile requirements cause return to previous phases many 
times during the project.  No means to eliminate that 
behavior.  No conformance with quality models.

2. Return to previous phase may happen many times in different 
parts of the software.  Basic practices conform mostly 
with internal procedures.

3. Some rework caused by continuous changes and late 
discovered defects.  Some integration problems are expected 
during testing and release processes.  Conformance with 
internal audits.

4. Stable progress, no return to previous steps, reviews find 
most of the defects early.  Conformance with quality 
models.

5. Complete straightforward progress in all parts of the 
software, no defect or integrity problems expected.  Strong 
tool support for all processes.  Strong conformance with 
quality models.
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